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 “Space-Time Synchronization“ is a state where the internal clock of devices is 
synchronized and the position of devices is mutually recognized in the local area.

 This technique itself is necessary in various situations.
• Construction of international standards, 
• contribution in the academic field, 
• social implementation
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 What is ”Space-Time Synchronization”？

１． Space-Time Synchronization for practical use in society

UT
C
JST This time, let’s consider from 

the perspective of 
"how to proceed it for 
practical use in society."



 Why is Space-Time Synchronization required?

 One great effect is to improve communication 
efficiency through highly accurate time 
synchronization of the devices.

 Another its great effect is on precise localization.
 From the 5G era, communication terminals will no longer be 

limited to mobile phones but is expanded to include drones, 
robots, connected cars, and more. 

 For such flexibly moving devices in free space, precise 
“localization” technique are surely required.

 For the localization, GNSS positioning method is widely used.
 However, the precision of GNSS positioning depends on the 

communication environment.  Even if the device performance 
is sufficient,  the poor communication environment will 
reduce the measurement accuracy to 3m-30m.

 It will be necessary to develop a platform that can 
synchronize time more accurately, efficiently, and robustly.
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１． Space-Time Synchronization for practical use in society



２．What environment  does space-time synchronization require?

• Simple idea is to distribute devices 
with high-precision clocks.
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• Actually, more considered control scheme would be 
required because of divergence of devices’ mobilities.

• Let’s image about several use-scene in future.

 For expected future use, it’s not enough just to install a clock on mobile devices.



 Mapping example of expected use-cases in B5G/6G age

6２．What environment  does space-time synchronization require?
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２．What environment  does space-time synchronization require?

 Multi-layered control platform is desirable to efficiently meet various needs.

 Layer 3 ~ : 
Improvement of processing 
and sensing capability of 
user device itself.
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２．What environment  does space-time synchronization require?

 For higher services, genius control integrated with the edge-servers is required. 
(Because there is a limit on the mobile device to the enhancement of functions.)

 AI processing and VR/XR, main contents in 5G/6G age, consume CPU power.
 However, the computing power of user handsets have the 

limitation in cooling and battery power.

 Solving the problem requires advanced 
edge server processing that works closely 
with the handset. (Information extraction from 
cameras by AI, stereoscopic processing etc.)

 Time synchronization technology is 
essential for super-distributed processing 
on edge servers.
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 Concept idea of a space-time synchronization platform

 We need a platform network that properly 
incorporates multiple layers of time control 
(rather than relying solely on GNSS).

 This platform will consist of basements that 
supply time and  location information 
universally, edge servers closest to users, 
and cooperative mobile clocks on user 
devices.
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April 2019     
https://insidegnss.com/homeland-security-says-pnt-a-national-critical-
function/#:~:text=The%20Department%20of%20Homeland%20Security,de
bilitating%20effect%20on%20security%2C%20national

US Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
“Homeland Security Says PNT a “National Critical Function”

By Dee Ann Divis, May 6, 2019, “Inside GNSS”
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has designated positioning,
navigation, and timing services (PNT) a “National Critical Function.” That is PNT is
now officially a capability so vital to the United States that its “disruption,
corruption, or dysfunction would have a debilitating effect on security, national
economic security, national public health or safety.”

National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST)
“NIST Recommends Steps to Boost Resilience of U.S. Timekeeping”
“The nation should bolster research and development of systems that distribute
accurate time via fiber-optic cable and radio as part of the effort to back up GPS and
enhance the resilience of critical infrastructure that depends on it, according to a
new report by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).”

November 29, 2021
https://www.nist.gov/news-events/news/2021/11/nist-

recommends-steps-boost-resilience-us-timekeeping

３．Toward the space-time synchronization platform in future

 Activities in the US government :   around basement 
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Google:  Google spanner
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C75kpQszAjs)

Google has developed google spanner to ensure consistency and availability
in managing large-scale servers since 2012. The Lamport clock used in the
conventional distributed system, which increments a counter for each process
in the server, has been eliminated, and all servers are linked with standard
time using GNSS and atomic clocks. This makes processing scheduling more
efficient (improves availability) and improves data traceability (in the sense
that data can be patched up later, it can be said that data consistency is
ensured)

Meta:  Time card 
(https://www.datacenterdynamics.com/en/news/meta-to-use-time-
cards-from-orolia-to-synchronize-data-centers/) 

Meta is leading the project to open source the cloud servers. As part of this
initiative, PCIe board to synchronize to standard time using GNSS and atomic
clocks is provided, which Google has demonstrated its effectiveness in a
large-scale data server.

３．Toward the space-time synchronization platform in future

 Activities in big companies :   around cloud & edge servers
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３．Toward the space-time synchronization platform in future

 Further possibility :  New autonomous local platform based on mobile clocks
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 By sharing mutual time difference among the 
adjacent devices, an averaged clock time can 
be constructed as the local reference time.

 This cluster timescale is autonomous, robust 
and flexible. Calibration is easy by accessing 
the basement time platform.

 Developing space-time synchronization 
techniques will realize this idea.
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 Developing space-time synchronization techniques at NICT for future platform

Basic technology at NICT (to establish the national standards) 

MMW frequency standard

Optical frequency standard

Comparison Japan Standard TimeFrequency standards

To construct flexible communication environment in B5G/6G age  
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 NICT is developing core techniques for space-
time synchronization based on the traditional 
time & frequency standard techniques.
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14４．Current development and toward the standardization

 ITU-R Future Technology Trends (FTT) IMT-2030:
“Space-Time Synchronization” mentioned with CLIFS, Wi-Wi and Cluster clock

PTP(Precision Time Protocol), TSN(Time Sensitive Network)

CLIFS, Wi-Wi, Cluster clock ?? 

4G 5G 6G

“Low latency and high reliability”
in 5G FTT (IMT-2020)

2010 2020 2030

“Space-Time Synchronization”
in 6G FTT (IMT-2030) 

3GPP

ITU-R
WP5D

Standardization

R & D

FTT
IEEE

FTT

FS_5TRS_URLLC(Rel-18)

Three technologies, CLIFS, Wi-Wi and Cluster clock,  
will drive the B5G/6G timing system toward further precision and decentralization



15 Summary and Invitation to the WG

 “Space-Time Synchronization“ is a state where the internal clock of devices is 
synchronized and the position of devices is mutually recognized in the local area.

 Space-time synchronization platform requires muti-layered construction of timing 
control for just appropriate services. Especially, precise localization requires genius 
control of mobile devices integrated with the edge-servers.   

 Importance of advanced platform (not too relied on GNSS) has become globally 
recognized.

 NICT starts to develop three core technologies : CLIFS, Wi-Wi, and Cluster clock 
time, and is working on the communities of standardization (ITU-R WP5D, 3GPP) 
to make them aware their importance.

 WG really welcomes the people who are interested in this new field!  
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